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Langenhoe Remote Education Provision 

Information for Parents  

This information is intended to provide clarity and transparency to pupils and parents/carers 

about what to expect from remote education. Government guidance states that remote 

learning needs to be provided for children who are self-isolating due to coronavirus (if they 

are well enough to complete it). For guidance relating to the extremely rare event that 

restrictions require entire cohorts (or bubbles) to remain at home, or that the school has to 

close, please refer to the final section of this document.  

The Remote Curriculum  

What are pupils taught at home?  

Upon informing the school of your child’s positive LF/PCR test and/or the need to self-

isolate, you will be directed to your child’s Google Classroom. On each Google Classroom 

there is an overview document with the corresponding resources linked. This is a 

generalised document that will be updated each half term and is not specific to the child or 

their current learning (though we have followed topics where possible).  

Within 48 hours, the class teacher will contact you via phone/class emails to discuss home 

learning for your child. This will include a bespoke programme of learning as well as further 

guidance and support. We will endeavour to provide the same curriculum remotely as we 

do in school wherever possible and appropriate. However, we may need to make some 

adaptations in some subjects. For example, where lessons/themes may have been of a 

practical nature or based on group work, these lessons will need to be changed or adapted 

to suit remote learning.  

If your child is in Class 1, you will be contacted by the class teacher/s as soon as possible 

with initial suggested activities, then with more bespoke work, guidance and support. This is 

because we recognise that for our youngest children, general planning overviews may not 

be relevant or appropriate. Class teachers will provide work for children in EYFS via 

Tapestry.  

Study Expectations  

How long can I expect the work set to take my child each day?  

We expect that remote education (including remote teaching and independent work) will 

take pupils the following number of hours each day:  

EYFS - up to 2-3 hours a day with some practical activities and tasks that can be completed 

over a whole day, 

KS1 – 3 hours a day, 
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KS2 – 4 hours a day. 

Individual needs will be taken into account. This includes different expectations for children 

with special educational needs (SEND). 

Accessing Remote Education  

How will my child access online remote education?  

All planning and resources will be uploaded onto your child’s Google Classroom. This is 

where you will receive feedback (please see section titled ‘How will you Assess my Child’s 

work and Progress?’ for further information). Plans will vary for each class and a variety of 

resources will be used, including, but not limited to; Oak Academy for English and the wider 

curriculum and White Rose for Maths. We continue to encourage the use of Times Table 

Rockstars as well as regular reading and spelling practise. Half termly homework projects 

will also be set on Google Classroom as usual.  

How will my child be taught remotely? 

 Recorded teaching from the Oak Academy and White Rose videos,  

 Printed paper packs produced by teachers (e.g. workbooks, worksheets) for some 

parents to collect from school, 

 Commercially available websites supporting the teaching of specific subjects or 

areas, including video clips or sequences,  

 Half termly homework projects,  

 Learning activities posted on Tapestry for EYFS, 

 Social ‘Google Meets’ will also be scheduled so your child is able to ‘chat’, or ‘eat 

lunch’ with friends.  

Engagement and Feedback  

What are the expectations for my child’s engagement and the support that we as parents 

or carers should provide at home?  

 Expectations for pupil’s engagement – daily engagement with the remote learning 

provided, with at least one piece of work uploaded onto Google Classroom every day 

(Upper KS2 children to do this with some independence), 

 Expectations for parental support – some support for all children will be required, 

especially for younger children. However, we have provided tasks (particularly Oak 

Academy and White Rose Maths) that the children should be able to tackle with a 

level of independence, as they would in school. 

How will you assess my child’s work and progress?  

Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written comments for 

individual children. Our approach to feeding back on pupil’s work is as follows: 
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 Work can be shared on Google Classroom and feedback will be also be provided 

online – you can expect feedback from a member of school staff every couple of 

days. 

Will you check in with the family and will I (the parent/carer) be informed of any 

concerns? 

 For non-urgent queries, parents/carers can communicate with class teachers 

through class emails,  

 Parents/carers are always welcome to phone the school for guidance and support or 

in the event of a more urgent inquiry. 

Additional Support for Pupils with Particular Needs  

How will you work with me to help my child who needs additional support?  

We recognise that some pupils, for example pupils with special educational needs and 

disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access remote education without support from adults 

at home. We acknowledge the difficulties this may place on families, and we will work with 

parents and carers to support those pupils in the following ways:  

 Our SENCO will support parents with children with additional needs,  

 Class teachers will consider additional needs when setting work,  

 Children in EYFS will be supported through Tapestry. 

If we do not have digital or online access at home, how will you support them to access 

remote education?  

We recognise that some pupils may not have suitable online access at home. We take the 

following approaches to support those pupils to access remote education:  

Previously, parents were asked to respond to a survey via School Ping to indicate the access 

the family had to IT. Where appropriate, families were temporarily provided with devices 

donated by the DfE or those donated by members of the school community. If necessary, 

and only in the event of self-isolation due to coronavirus, these devices are available for 

loan again.  

Remote Education in the Event of Cohort/Whole School Closure 

Cohort/whole school closures are extremely unlikely from this point forward. In the very 

unlikely event of cohort/whole school closure, this is what you can expect:  

 Whole class planning and resources will be uploaded onto Google Classroom by 3 

o’clock on Friday afternoons in preparation for the following week, 

 Provision provided through White Rose Maths and Times Table Rockstars for Maths, 

Oak Academy for English and the wider curriculum. It will be supplemented, where 
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appropriate, by resources and alternative websites that will be chosen by the class 

teacher,   

 Daily engagement with work uploaded onto Google Classroom from all classroom 

based staff,  

 Daily live sessions on Google Classroom with the class teacher. The children will be 

registered and the expectation is that the children attend every day,  

 Daily support and guidance for parents provided via class email accounts,  

 Phone calls every 2 weeks to all parents to check how remote education is going,  

 Half termly homework projects,  

 Pre-recorded lessons and learning activities posted on Tapestry for EYFS, 

 Where appropriate, additional ‘intervention’ sessions will be provided either by the 

class teacher or support staff,  


